ACTIVITY: Surfing
CASE: GSAF 2014.07.22
DATE: Tuesday July 22, 2014
LOCATION: The incident took place
in the Indian Ocean nearly opposite
the town hall at Saint-Leu, Reunion
Island.
NAME: Vincent Rintz
DESCRIPTION: He is a 51-year-old
male, a Professor of Mathematics at
the Saline.
BACKGROUND
WEATHER: St. Denis recorded
visibility of 6.3, air temperatures from
68° to 76°F, dew point 64°F,
average humidity 76%, sea level
pressure 30.11 inches, wind 12 mph
with gusts to 21 mph, and 3.5 inches of rain fell throughout the day. At Saint-Leu, it was a
gloomy day; the sky was overcast and the weather was “pretty degraded” according to local
officials.
MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent, 19% of the Moon was illuminated. Third Quarter, July
19, 2014.
SEA CONDITIONS: The sea was rough and there was a heavy swell, "a situation which
increases the risk of shark attacks,” reported Lionel Héchard, the company commander of
gendarmerie of Saint-Paul.
ENVIRONMENT: Water activities at the site had been prohibited from February 12 to
September 14, 2014 within 300 metres of the coast; the exceptions included the “lagoon,
landscaped areas and supervised areas defined by bylaw, where these activities are still
usable”.
TIME: 15h00
NARRATIVE: There were five or six other people in the water but none were close to the
surfer. Hez was sitting on his surfboard opposite the town hall when he reached into the
water and was hit on the wrist by the shark. He kicked the shark and sustained lacerations
to his calf. He reached shore without assistance.
INJURY: Lacerations to right calf, forearm and wrist. The injuries were not considered lifethreatening.
FIRST AID / TREATMENT: Bystanders alerted firefighters and one of his colleagues
provided first aid before the arrival of firefighters. The victim was evacuated to Centre
Hospitalier Gabriel Martin in St. Paul.
SPECIES: Not positively identified, however, it was believed the incident may have involved
a juvenile tiger shark. According to the surfer, the shark was 1.5 to 2 metres in length;
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according to witnesses, it was 1.8 metres.
SOURCES: BFM-TV, July 22, 2014, http://www.bfmtv.com/societe/reunion-un-surfeurattaque-un-requin-817125.html
Clicanoo, July 23, 2014, http://www.clicanoo.re/430462-attaque-le-surfeur-sauve-sa-vie-enrepoussant-le-requin.html
NOTE: Between February 25 and December 21, 2014, nearly 60 bull and tiger sharks were
tagged or taken on drumlines in the west and southwest of Reunion. The last one
(December 21, 2014) was a 3.12-metre [10.2-ft] bull shark.

The surfboard of Vincent Rintz

July 22, 2014 at the incident site
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